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HH Nor: A DOUBLE STAR WITH TWO VARIABLE COMPONENTS
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In a reent paper Dvorak (2004) listed several misidenti�ed and missing southern elips-ing binaries. He ompared ASAS-3 observations (Pojmanski 2002) with the available in-formation in the GCVS atalogue (Kholopov et al. 2003) and heked their onsisteny.One of the \inorretly lassi�ed variable stars" was HH Nor, listed as an Algol-typeelipsing binary in the GCVS (period: 8.58313 d). Contrary to this, Dvorak (2004) re-lassi�ed the star as an RR Lyrae type variable and determined a period of 0.598275 days.The wild disagreement with the GCVS and the apparent satter of the phased ASAS-3data in Dvorak (2004) aught our attention and this note summarizes our �ndings.

Figure 1. A 50 � 50 DSS �eld entered on HH Nor. North is up, east is to the left.
The DSS image (Fig. 1) shows that the star is atually a visual double star of twoomparable omponents. The �rst (and to our knowledge, the only) period determinationwas made by Alden (1935), who was fully aware of the double nature of the elipsingbinary named later as HH Nor. He referred to it as the fainter omponent of h 4794, ayOn leave from University of Szeged, Hungary
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double star with similar omponents (�m � 1 mag) separated by 12:006 in position angle148Æ. The same parameters are also listed in the CCDM atalogue (Dommanget & Nys2002), whih also gives the proper motions of the omponents. Sine their separation issmaller than the onfusion radius of the ASAS observations (about 20 arse, Pojmanski2002), the system remained unresolved, so that the measured magnitudes ontain lightfrom both omponents. Therefore, our �rst onlusion is that the brighter omponentof the system is a newly disovered RR Lyrae type variable that outshone the elipsingomponent (=HH Nor) in the blended images. However, the predominantly downwardsatter in Fig. 2 of Dvorak (2004) shows that besides the RR Lyrae variations there isalso information on HH Nor itself.To extrat this further information, we downloaded V -band ASAS-3 observations(http://arhive.prineton.edu/�asas/) and performed a seondary light removal intwo steps. We adopted V = 10:3 mag for the outside-elipse brightness of HH Nor (asgiven by Alden 1935); after onverting all magnitude values to uxes, we subtratedHH Nor's light from the measured brightnesses and onverted the results bak to mag-nitudes. The remaining outlying points (mostly aused by the elipses) were removedmanually from the phased data, using the RR Lyr ephemeris in Dvorak (2004). This waywe arrived to the orreted mean light urve of the RR Lyr omponent (left panel in Fig.2).

Figure 2. Correted phase diagrams of the RR Lyrae omponent (left) and HH Nor (right).
In the next step we �tted this mean light urve with a third-order Fourier-polynomial,with whih we orreted the initial data for the variations of the brighter star. Theresiduals were then analysed by a ombination of the Phase Dispersion Minimization(Stellingwerf 1978) and the String Length method (Laer & Kinman 1965). As a result,we derived a period of 8.5835(2) days, whih is in very good agreement with that of byAlden (1935). The measured elipse depth of the primary minimum (about 1.2 mag) isalso in good agreement with the unblended observations of Alden (1935), whih supportsthe onsisteny of the seondary light removal. We plot the �nal phase diagram of HH Norin the right panel of Fig. 2. We summarize the main parameters for both variables inTable 1.Finally, we have two onluding remarks. Firstly, Kiss & Bedding (2004) suggested in areent work that blending alulations are highly advisable to be inluded into the regular
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Table 1: Main parameters of \HH Nor" (=h 4794). E0 is the epoh of minimum and maximum for theelipsing and the pulsating omponent, respetively.parameter elipsing omponent RR Lyr omponentRA(2000)(a) 15 43 30.17 15 43 29.37De(2000)(a) �51 50 48.9 �51 50 37.5�(RA) (mas/yr)(a) 2 �3�(De) (mas/yr)(a) �23 �14V (mag)(b) 10.3{11.5 8.8{9.3period (d) 8.5835(2)(b) 0.598275()E0 (�2400000) 52503.348(b) 52093.53()Data soures:(a) the CCDM atalogue; (b) this paper; () Dvorak (2004).
redution proedure when working with large onfusion radii. Here we wish to emphasizeagain this proposal: a ross-orrelation with existing full-sky star atalogues with muhsmaller onfusion radii (e.g. the USNO B1.0, Monet et al. 2003) would be neessary toadd blending information in all ases when �nally redued data are made aessible tothe wider ommunity. If this star had been agged as a possible blend, a misleading re-lassi�ation ould have been avoided. And seondly, one shall always hek the originalreferenes listed in the GCVS before onluding that there might be a mislassi�ation.Although the NASA ADS Abstrat Servie is being onstantly improved, early literatureis rarely proessed for linking objets via the SIMBAD database, so that one an easilymiss the disovery papers or early analyses. To avoid this, the GCVS referene listsprovide an important soure of information.Aknowledgements: This work has been supported by the Australian Researh Coun-il. AD is supported by the International Postgraduate Researh Sholarship (IPRS) pro-gramme of the Australian Department of Eduation, Siene and Training. The NASAADS Abstrat Servie was used to aess data and referenes. This researh has madeuse of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS-Strasbourg, Frane.
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